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My personal prediction  
 

80% 
Of all media spend 

programmatic 
in 10 years 



Most brands are not future ready 



Reach 

CPA 

An average consumer journey in travel (NL) 

Average booker: >50 online actions, 129 days 



The broad pattern of the consumer journey 

Reach 

CPA 



We know how to use real-time data 



But we only do so at the end of the funnel 



The ‘Cheap offer now!’ mentality in travel 



 
 

Digital 1st targeting 
Digital 1st content & campaigns 
Digital 1st KPI’s 
Digital 1st evaluation & Optimization 

4D Brand Building 



4D Brand Building 

Digital 1st  
Targeting 
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Moments and People that Matter 

Moments 





4D Brand Building 

Digital 1st 
Content & Campaigns 



Example: Harman Kardon Wireless Audio 

Display Performance Remarketing 
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Positive Remarketing 

Positive Remarketing 
 

OMNI 
HD WIRELESS SOUND 

30 sec video 
emotional 
branding 1 

3 

2 
~1 min video 
what is Omni 
wireless audio? 

~1 min video 
How does the 
Omni app work? 



KLM Cockpit tales 



Digital is a new creative canvas: L’Oreal Makeup Genius 



Digital is a new creative canvas: KIA 3D Racer 



4D Brand Building 

Digital 1st 
KPI’s 

Evaluation & Optimization 



All existing measurement breaks if branding is always-on 





Organizing 
for  

Transformation 



Five entrance points for digital transformation  



The brand as the starting point of all decisions  





Consumer experience starts with a strong brand mission  
 
 



The brand as the starting point of ALL decisions  



What products support your brand mission? 



1. Burst is easier to measure than always-on 

2. Short term is easier to measure than long term 

3. Mono-channel is easier to measure than cross-channel 

4. You can’t measure what you never tried 

5. In a lot of cases you can only measure BIG experiments 

 

Data will NOT give all the answers 



Set clear Moonshots 



Reward the courageous penguins 



Establish Innovation Awards 



Incentivize and facilitate cross team collaboration 



Use the ‘island approach’ for extreme urgency 



Establish a two-way mentorship program 



The Innovation Engine helps guide a raw innovative idea through all 
stages of development into a successful product or project.  
The mindset is “better ask for forgiveness than permission”. 



5 Steps Towards 4D Brand Building 
1. Look at least 5 years ahead from the consumer perspective 

2. Start transformational experiments now   
- Better ask for forgiveness than permission: gather your stakeholders around innovative ideas 
- Celebrate successes, courageous penguins and collaboration across teams 

3. Use the brand mission to organize everything you do 
- Products and services should deliver on the brand promises made: build a smashable brand 

4. Claim meaningful moments in people’s lives 
- Use data cues to find different types of people on meaningful moments 
- Look beyond the “buy now” moments 

5. Attack fragmentation of tools and data 
- Organize data across departments: consumer centric database 
- Make data useful across departments: full-stack tools 

 



Balance data, mind and heart  

Data              optimize proven successes 

Mind             strategic ‘future ready’ experiments 

Heart            creative use of the digital canvas 



Build your own 4D Brand Strategy 
 

●  40 inspiring digital brand cases 

●  Organized in a strategic framework 

●  Supported with exercises 

●  To define experiments you can start 

running tomorrow 

●  To build your own 4D Brand Strategy 

●  To get and keep your brand future ready  
 www.onlinebrandidentity.org 


